JESSIE Bends But Never Breaks
PAPER DOLL

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Glue Jessie and glue Jessie’s clothes onto cardboard. Make them lie perfectly flat.

2. Cut all around the subject. Cut her hair if necessary. Cut her finger nails, her curls. Cut the vertical lines of the base.

3. Fold the dotted lines following carefully the instructions.

Bend forward | Bend back | Bend forward

4. Again now. Cut all around Jessie’s clothes. Cut the extra pair of underwear and hide it for Jessie to grab and pull up under her dress before BEFORE she is whipped. Not after. That would be too late. And Jessie might break.

5. Choose an outfit to suit the circumstances. Perhaps a pinafore to please the molester. Perhaps a belted dress to pull against aches in her belly. Perhaps a poncho or pretty blue coat to cover her blue bruises. The circumstances will always ALWAYS make it simple to decide.

6. Fold the two tabs over Jessie’s shoulders and smooth them down. Smooth down her shoulders. Smooth down her hair and her arms and her hands. There now. There there now. You will see just how happy Jessie can be!